Effects of Spin-Dependent Interactions on Polarization of Bright Polariton Solitons
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We report on the spin properties of bright polariton solitons supported by an external pump to compensate losses. We observe robust circularly polarized solitons when a circularly polarized pump is applied, a result attributed to phase synchronization between nondegenerate TE and TM polarized polariton modes at high momenta. For the case of a linearly polarized pump, either $\sigma^+$ or $\sigma^-$ circularly polarized bright solitons can be switched on in a controlled way by a $\sigma^+$ or $\sigma^-$ writing beam, respectively. This feature arises directly from the widely differing interaction strengths between co- and cross-circularly polarized polaritons. In the case of orthogonally linearly polarized pump and writing beams, the soliton emission on average is found to be unpolarized, suggesting strong spatial evolution of the soliton polarization. The observed results are in agreement with theory, which predicts stable circularly polarized solitons and unstable linearly polarized solitons.
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Introduction.—Solitons are broadly investigated across many areas of physics, including nonlinear optics [1] and cold atom physics [2,3]. Optical and matter wave solitons form when photon or particle interactions are able to compensate for the dispersive spreading of wave packets. The spin or polarization degree of freedom gives rise to the richness of nonlinear effects. Temporal vector solitons consisting of two polarization components have been investigated in birefringent fiber cavity lasers [4] and nonlinear lattices [5]. The realization of the spinor atom BEC stimulated the theoretical investigation of a variety of phenomena such as spin textures and vortices [6,7], magnetic solitons [8,9], and bright-dark soliton complexes [10], which arise from spin-dependent atomic scattering.

Strong exciton-photon coupling in semiconductor microcavities enables the formation of half-light half-matter bosonic quasiparticles (2D polaritons) [11,12]. Polaritons have been used to demonstrate condensation [13], superfluidity [14], and dark [15] and bright [16–19] solitons. Nonlinear spin-dependent interactions of co- and cross-circularly polarized photons may have different strengths [20]. Conversely, interactions of co- and cross-circularly polarized polaritons not only differ in strength but also have opposite signs such that polaritons with parallel spins repel, while those with opposite spins attract [11]. The interplay of the two polariton spin components naturally leads to a variety of possible nonlinear states, expanding the possibilities to control the dynamics and response to external stimuli. Spin multistability [21] of exciton-polariton states has recently been reported [22,23], expanding on previous research into nonlinear polarization effects in optical resonators [21,24]. Polariton spin switching [25–27], and more recently, conservative (i.e., without gain) dark polariton half-solitons (vector solitons) were also observed [28].

The bright polariton solitons observed recently [18] can be switched on and off on a picosecond time scale and have well-defined size (2–4 $\mu$m) and amplitude. Importantly, polariton-polariton interactions are 2–3 orders of magnitude larger than the nonpolaritonic ones achieved in the weak coupling regime. In this Letter, we investigate the spin properties of polariton solitons, which may create opportunities in ultrafast all-optical digital signal processing [29,30], where spin-based architectures have considerable potential [31,32]. Furthermore, we report the symmetry breaking in the vector polariton soliton system arising from spin-dependent interparticle interactions.

The polariton solitons propagate in a dissipative environment where losses are fully compensated by gain from an external continuous wave (cw) pump permitting the scalability of possible polariton circuits [32,33]. We find that when the background cw pump and the local pulsed writing beam (WB) which triggers the soliton [see Fig. 1(a)]
are circularly copolarized, solitons with the same polarization are readily excited. Once triggered, the soliton maintains its polarization during propagation over macroscopic distances, indicating phase synchronization between the nondegenerate TE and TM polarized polariton modes. If the pump is linearly polarized, then solitons with either \( \sigma^+ \) or \( \sigma^- \) circular polarization can be triggered by a WB with the corresponding polarization due to the very different interaction strengths between co- and cross-circularly polarized polaritons. Theoretically, we find that linearly polarized solitons are unstable. As a result, when both the pump and WB are linearly polarized, either the soliton polarization degree (CPD) of the soliton \([36,37]\). Polariton solitons \([16,18]\) can be considered as spatially localized excitations from a low intensity to a high intensity cw pump state of the bistability loop. Furthermore, the polariton-polariton stimulated parametric scattering process (modulation instability) from the switched-on pump state also ensures that soliton harmonics with a broad range of \( k \) vectors are populated \([31]\). Using our previous theoretical predictions \([16]\), we tune the system into the bistability domain of its pump state and apply a cocircularly polarized WB, which excites a soliton. Experimentally measured spatiotemporal trajectories of such solitons and the temporal evolution of their circular polarization degree (CPD) \( \rho_c \) defined as \( \rho_c = (|E_+|^2 - |E_-|^2)/(|E_+|^2 + |E_-|^2) \) are shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c). A high CPD of the soliton \([32]\) is obtained with negligible emission in the opposing circular polarization component. Thus, when the pump and WB are circularly copolarized, polariton-polariton scattering to the soliton harmonics occurs only in that polarization.

The full width half maximum of the soliton is measured to be \( \sim 6-7 \ \mu m \), which is close to the resolution of our setup and transverse momentum, while \( \gamma_p \) and \( \delta_p \) are the photon decay rate and detuning. Relative values of \( a \) and \( b \) \( (|a|^2 + |b|^2 = 1) \) control the pump polarization.

**Pump and WB circularly polarized: Experiment and theory.**—If the polariton resonance is driven by a slightly blueshifted cw laser, the internal pump polariton field exhibits bistable behavior as a function of the pump power \([36,37]\). Polariton solitons \([16,18]\) can be considered as spatially localized excitations from a low intensity to a high intensity cw pump state of the bistability loop. Furthermore, the polariton-polariton stimulated parametric scattering process (modulation instability) from the switched-on pump state also ensures that soliton harmonics with a broad range of \( k \) vectors are populated \([31]\). Using our previous theoretical predictions \([16]\), we tune the system into the bistability domain of its pump state and apply a cocircularly polarized WB, which excites a soliton. Experimentally measured spatiotemporal trajectories of such solitons and the temporal evolution of their circular polarization degree (CPD) \( \rho_c \) defined as \( \rho_c = (|E_+|^2 - |E_-|^2)/(|E_+|^2 + |E_-|^2) \) are shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c). A high CPD of the soliton \([32]\) is obtained with negligible emission in the opposing circular polarization component. Thus, when the pump and WB are circularly copolarized, polariton-polariton scattering to the soliton harmonics occurs only in that polarization.

The full width half maximum of the soliton is measured to be \( \sim 6-7 \ \mu m \), which is close to the resolution of our setup and transverse momentum, while \( \gamma_p \) and \( \delta_p \) are the photon decay rate and detuning. Relative values of \( a \) and \( b \) \( (|a|^2 + |b|^2 = 1) \) control the pump polarization.
spinor polariton solitons [28]. In a nonsolitonic linear regime, the polarization of a polariton wave packet excited at finite $k$ vectors would oscillate between $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ with a period of $\sim 20$ ps. The fact that the $\rho_c$ is $\sim 0.9$ over the whole duration of the soliton pulse $\sim 35$ ps [Fig. 2(c)] indicates effective quenching of the TE-TM splitting. Phase synchronization [39] between the interacting TE and TM modes occurs, since the soliton potential energy ($\sim 0.3–0.5$ meV) is greater than the TE-TM splitting [18]. Therefore, to some extent, $\sigma^\pm$ polarized polariton solitons resemble vector solitons in birefringent optical fibers [4] when the group and phase velocities of cross-linearly polarized modes lock together, although the mechanism of polariton soliton formation is very different.

In numerical modeling, a circularly polarized pump is defined by setting $b = 0$. If we take into account the TE-TM splitting of $\sim 0.1$ meV at $k$ vectors $k \sim k_p$, the numerical simulations show excitation of circularly polarized solitons maintaining their polarization during propagation, in agreement with the experiment. Therefore, for simplicity, in the theory analysis which follows next, we disregarded this splitting [40].

**Pump linearly polarized: Theory analysis of soliton stability.**—Now we change the pump polarization to linear, which corresponds to $b = a$ in Eq. (2), and tune our system into the bistability domain of the linearly polarized state. It was predicted and observed [21,23,41–43] that if polaritons at nearly zero momentum are driven resonantly by a linearly polarized beam, then different polarization states ($\sigma^\pm$ and linear) of the spatially extended (nonsolitonic) intracavity field can all be stable in a finite range of pump powers. The situation is qualitatively different for polariton solitons. The thin lines in Fig. 3(a) show how the CPD of the internal homogeneous polariton field extending over the whole excitation pump spot (nonsolitonic regime) depends on $E_p$. Linearly ($\rho_c = 0$), elliptically, and quasiconically polarized homogeneous polariton states may be excited for the same amplitude of the linearly polarized pump. The $\rho_c$, $E_p$ relationship is symmetric with respect to $\rho_c \rightarrow -\rho_c$ due to the symmetry $(E_+, E_-) \rightarrow (E_-, E_+)$. The quasiconically polarized spatially homogeneous states with $\rho_c$ close to $\pm 1$ are the only ones which are stable relative to perturbations with momenta equal to the pump momentum. To find spatially localized soliton solutions, we transform Eqs. (1) and (2) into a reference frame moving with an unknown velocity $v$, and by taking $\partial_t = \partial_x = 0$, we reduce them to a set of differential equations with respect to the new coordinate $\xi = x - vt$. We then solve the resulting equations numerically and find the soliton profiles and associated velocities self-consistently [18]. The branches of the stable (quasiconically polarized) and unstable (linearly and elliptically polarized) solitons are plotted in Fig. 3(a) as thick full and dashed lines, respectively. While repulsive interactions between cocircularly polarized polaritons keep the soliton population in resonance with the pump, the attractive coupling between $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ polarized polaritons pulls the system out of resonance. This makes linearly polarized solitons unstable, resulting in a breakup into circularly polarized components. Our numerical analysis shows that if the cross-spin interaction is repulsive, then linearly polarized solitons become stable.

**Pump linearly polarized, WB circularly polarized: Experiment.**—Stable solitons with $\sigma^+ (\sigma^-)$ circular polarization have been experimentally observed when a TM linearly polarized pump and a $\sigma^+ (\sigma^-)$ circularly polarized WB are applied. Figures 2(d), 2(e), 2(g), and 2(h) show spatiotemporal traces of the soliton intensities measured in $\sigma^+$ [Figs. 2(d) and 2(g)] and $\sigma^-$ [Figs. 2(e) and 2(h)] polarizations. We clearly observe either $\sigma^+$ or $\sigma^-$ polarized soliton emission depending on the state of the WB. The measured $\rho_c$, for solitons is close to $\pm 0.9$ in both cases, as shown in Figs. 2(f) and 2(i). When the $\sigma^+$ ($\sigma^-$) polarized WB arrives, it causes a blueshift of only the $\sigma^+$ ($\sigma^-$) polariton energies, bringing them into resonance with the pump. As a result, pure $\sigma^+$ ($\sigma^-$) polarized solitons are turned on. Importantly, this effect is due to spin anisotropy in polariton-polariton interactions. This agrees with our simulations, which show that if the spin-dependent interactions were fully isotropic ($V = 1$), then solitons...
copolarized with the pump would be triggered independently of the WB polarization.

Pump and WB linearly polarized: Theory and experiment.—When the polarizations of the pump and WB are orthogonal, the simulations show that instability of the linearly polarized solitons results in the development of either $\sigma^+$ or $\sigma^-$ quasicyclically polarized single solitons. These states can be excited with equal probabilities as the phases of the WB and pump are uncorrelated. An example of the calculated trajectory of a quasicyclically $\sigma^+$ polarized soliton is shown in Fig. 3(b). Figure 3(c) shows the spatial distribution of the soliton intensity and CPD $\rho_c$ at time 30 ps. $\rho_c$ is close to 1 at the maximum of the soliton intensity, so that on average, the soliton is circularly polarized. By contrast, in the case of a quasiparallel pump and WB polarizations, numerical modeling revealed the development of a double-hump soliton, where the polarization changes from $\sigma^+$ to $\sigma^-$ between the intensity maxima on length scale of 2 $\mu$m [see Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)].

Experimentally, we were able to observe robust solitonic propagation only when the polarizations of the pump and WB were orthogonal [44]. The trajectories of such solitons detected in the $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ polarizations are shown in Figs. 2(j) and 2(k), respectively. The corresponding $\rho_c$ remains near zero as a function of time and position as shown in Fig. 2(l). Similar results are observed for the measurements in the bases of horizontal (X), vertical (Y), and diagonal ($D1 - D2$) linear polarizations. The total polarization degree $\rho = \sqrt{\rho_x^2 + \rho_y^2}$ ($\rho_i$ is the linear polarization degree) averaged over $10^6$ pulses fluctuates near zero over the duration of the pulse. The correlation measurements between different polarization components of the soliton emission (see Supplemental Material [34]) suggest that $\rho_c(x)$ as well as $\rho_j(x)$ undergo rapid oscillations across the soliton profile similar to those in Fig. 3(e) so that on average, $\rho_i^{\text{avg}} \approx 0$. Such oscillations may also have a random phase from pulse to pulse, leading to no observable spatial dependence of $\rho_c(x)$ across the soliton profile averaged over many soliton pulses as in Fig. 2. We note that high-order polarization locked vector solitons with single- and double-hump profiles in crossed linear polarizations were reported in fiber lasers [45]. However, to the best of our knowledge, such symmetry breaking when there is a spatial separation of trajectories of $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ polariton solitons due to attractive $\sigma^+\sigma^-$ coupling [Fig. 3(e)] was not observed in optics or cold atoms.

Dependence of soliton CPD on pump polarization: Experiment and theory.—We have also performed a systematic study of the soliton CPD $\rho_c$ as a function of the pump CPD $\rho_p$ for the cases of $\sigma^+$, $\sigma^-$, and linearly polarized WBs. The pump power was fixed at a maximum value of ~120 mW. The results summarized in Fig. 4(a) show that $\sigma^+$ ($\sigma^-$) polarized spatially localized pulses can be excited in the range of $\rho_p$ from 1 to ~0.25 (~1 to 0.25) using $\sigma^+$ ($\sigma^-$) polarized WBs. Thus, solitons can be excited under a linearly or circularly polarized pump at the same pump power. There is a range $\rho_p$ from about ~0.25 to 0.25 when both $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ polarized solitons can be triggered. For the linearly polarized WB, the slight bias of $\rho_p$ towards $\sigma^+$ or $\sigma^-$ polarizations by 0.1 quickly ensures excitation of either $\sigma^+$ or $\sigma^-$ circularly polarized solitons with $|\rho| \approx 0.85 - 0.95$, implying the stability of circularly polarized solitons if the symmetry is slightly disturbed. Numerically, we only found exact stable solitons in a narrower interval of $\rho_p$ at a fixed pump power and pump angle [see Fig. 4(b)]. In theory, in order to observe soliton emission at lower $\rho_p$, it is necessary to increase the pump field $E_p$ or the pump angle $\Theta_{\text{pump}}$. (Increasing $\Theta_{\text{pump}}$ brings the cw pump closer to resonance and, hence, reduces the bistability threshold.) This is understandable since the bistability region in which the soliton forms is expected to shift to higher pump powers as $\rho_p$ decreases due to spin-dependent anisotropy in polariton-polariton interactions. Taking into account the coupling of coherent excitons to the incoherent exciton reservoir through the formation and decay of biexcitons [22,41,46,47] may lead to a better agreement between theory and experiment [34].

In conclusion, the phase synchronization between TE and TM polarized polaritons ensures the propagation of circularly polarized solitons. Stable $\sigma^+$ or $\sigma^-$ polarized solitons are observed under linearly polarized pumping, as the instability of linearly polarized solitons leads to the fast evolution of the soliton polarization in space-time. Finally, vector solitons can potentially be studied in external magnetic fields, which may allow the tuning of soliton group velocities in $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ polarizations and control of the relative soliton trajectories.
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[17] While TE photonic and excitonic modes can be represented exactly as $E_p = (i/\sqrt{2})(E_x - E_y)$, $\psi_p = (i/\sqrt{2})(\psi_x - \psi_y)$, the similar transformation for TM modes is only approximately valid, since the TM mode has a nonzero component perpendicular to the cavity plane, which does not couple to excitons. However, the external incident pump angle of $\sim 20^\circ$, which is used here, corresponds to a small internal angle of $\sim 6^\circ$ due to the high refractive index of GaAs. Therefore, the nonzero component of the electric field perpendicular to the cavity plane is negligible, so the circularly polarized pump excites intra-cavity modes, which can be considered as circularly polarized.


[22] If TE-TM splitting between polariton modes is included in our simulations, we find that the TE-TM splitting in the soliton regime is also quench when the pump and WB are linearly polarized.


[26] We were not able to observe solitons when the polarizations of the pump and WB were parallel, probably because of the increased WB and pump absorption due to the excitation of the biexcitons, which can only be excited with two colinearly polarized photons.


